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Commodity Option Pricing: A Practitioner’s Guide covers commodity option pricing for
quantitative analysts, traders or structurers in banks, hedge funds and commodity trading
companies. Based on the author’s industry experience with commodity derivatives, this book
provides a thorough and mathematical introduction to the various market conventions and
models used in commodity option pricing. It introduces the various derivative products typically
traded for commodities and describes how these models can be calibrated and used for pricing
and risk management. The book has been developed with input from traders and examples
using real world data, together with relevant up to date academic research. The book includes
practical descriptions of market conventions and quote codes used in commodity markets
alongside typical products seen in broker quotes and used in calibration. Also discussed are
commodity models and their mathematical derivation and volatility surface modelling for traded
commodity derivatives. Gold, silver and other precious metals are addressed, including gold
forward and gold lease rates, as well as copper, aluminium and other base metals, crude oil
and natural gas, refined energy and electricity. There are also sections on the products
encountered in commodities such as crack spread and spark spread options and alternative
commodities such as carbon emissions, weather derivatives, bandwidth and
telecommunications trading, plastics and freight. Commodity Option Pricing is ideal for anyone
working in commodities or aiming to make the transition into the area, as well as academics
needing to familiarize themselves with the industry conventions of the commodity markets.
This manual describes a new methodology to measure a decent but basic standard of living in
different countries and how much workers need to earn to afford this, making it possible for
researchers to estimate comparable living wages around the world and determine gaps
between living wages and prevailing wages, even in countries with limited secondary data.
The Handbook of Fraud Deterrence encompasses the applicable professional standards and
common applications for forensic accounting, fraud deterrence, and fraud investigation
services. It is the first book that explains fraud deterrence through internal control improvement
within the structure of forensic accounting procedures.
"A clear grasp of economics is essential to understanding why environmental problems arise
and how we can address them. ... Now thoroughly revised with updated information on current
environmental policy and real-world examples of market-based instruments .... The authors
provide a concise yet thorough introduction to the economic theory of environmental policy and
natural resource management. They begin with an overview of environmental economics
before exploring topics including cost-benefit analysis, market failures and successes, and
economic growth and sustainability. Readers of the first edition will notice new analysis of cost
estimation as well as specific market instruments, including municipal water pricing and waste
disposal. Particular attention is paid to behavioral economics and cap-and-trade programs for
carbon."--Publisher's web site.
¿ A principles-level introduction to international economics that is accessible to all majors. This
book is also suitable for readers interested in the field of international economics. ¿
International Economics uses a rich array of case studies to illuminate economic institutions
and policies as well as recent developments in the global economy—without readers having to
rely on a prerequisite knowledge of higher-level math. Further, the book's flexible
approach—with self-contained chapters and comprehensive coverage—allows instructors to
adapt the text easily to a wide range of syllabi. The sixth edition preserves the organization and
coverage of the fifth edition and adds a number of updates and enhancements. All tables and
graphs have been updated and every chapter begins with a list of student learning outcomes.
Chapter 13, The United States in the World Economy, is heavily revised and refocused
towards U.S. international economic relations, including NAFTA, but adds material on other
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trade agreements, including a new case study on preferential agreements such as the African
Growth and Opportunity Act. Available with the award-winning MyEconLab! MyEconLab is a
powerful assessment and tutorial system that works hand-in-hand with International
Economics.¿MyEconLab includes comprehensive homework, quiz, test, and tutorial options,
where instructors can manage all assessment needs in one program!¿ ¿ Note: If you are
purchasing the standalone text (ISBN: 0132948915) or electronic version, MyEconLab does
not come automatically packaged with the text. To purchase MyEconLab, please visit:
www.myeconlab.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text + MyEconLab by
searching the Pearson Higher Education web site. MyEconLab is not a self-paced technology
and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
The United States has jurisdiction over 3.4 million square miles of ocean in its exclusive
economic zone, a size exceeding the combined land area of the 50 states. This expansive
marine area represents a prime national domain for activities such as maritime transportation,
national security, energy and mineral extraction, fisheries and aquaculture, and tourism and
recreation. However, it also carries with it the threat of damaging and outbreaks of waterborne
pathogens. The 2010 Gulf of Mexico Deepwater Horizon oil spill and the 2011 Japanese
earthquake and tsunami are vivid reminders that ocean activities and processes have direct
human implications both nationally and worldwide, understanding of the ocean system is still
incomplete, and ocean research infrastructure is needed to support both fundamental research
and societal priorities. Given current struggles to maintain, operate, and upgrade major
infrastructure elements while maintaining a robust research portfolio, a strategic plan is needed
for future investments to ensure that new facilities provide the greatest value, least
redundancy, and highest efficiency in terms of operation and flexibility to incorporate new
technological advances. Critical Infrastructure for Ocean Research and Societal Needs in 2030
identifies major research questions anticipated to be at the forefront of ocean science in 2030
based on national and international assessments, input from the worldwide scientific
community, and ongoing research planning activities. This report defines categories of
infrastructure that should be included in planning for the nation's ocean research infrastructure
of 2030 and that will be required to answer the major research questions of the future. Critical
Infrastructure for Ocean Research and Societal Needs in 2030 provides advice on the criteria
and processes that could be used to set priorities for the development of new ocean
infrastructure or replacement of existing facilities. In addition, this report recommends ways in
which the federal agencies can maximize the value of investments in ocean infrastructure.
Ending poverty and stabilizing climate change will be two unprecedented global achievements
and two major steps toward sustainable development. But the two objectives cannot be
considered in isolation: they need to be jointly tackled through an integrated strategy. This
report brings together those two objectives and explores how they can more easily be
achieved if considered together. It examines the potential impact of climate change and climate
policies on poverty reduction. It also provides guidance on how to create a “win-win†? situation
so that climate change policies contribute to poverty reduction and poverty-reduction policies
contribute to climate change mitigation and resilience building. The key finding of the report is
that climate change represents a significant obstacle to the sustained eradication of poverty,
but future impacts on poverty are determined by policy choices: rapid, inclusive, and climateinformed development can prevent most short-term impacts whereas immediate pro-poor,
emissions-reduction policies can drastically limit long-term ones.
MicroeconomicsPrentice Hall

Throughout the text of this introduction to benefit cost analysis, emphasis is on
applications, and a worked case study is progressively undertaken as an
illustration of the analytical principles in operation. The first part covers basic
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theory and procedures. Part Two advances to material on internationally
tradeable goods and projects that affect market prices, and part Three introduces
special topics such as the treatment of risk and uncertainty, income distributional
effects and the valuation of non-marketed goods. Instructors' resource web site:
http://www.uq.edu.au/economics/bca
This book presents a range of methodological approaches and case studies that
illustrate the interconnection of language, culture, and social practice. It is useful
for anyone exploring the relation of language to psychology, political theory,
feminist studies, and literature and folklore.
This best-selling text is still the most modern presentation of the subject. The
Varian approach gives students tools they can use on exams, in the rest of their
classes, and in their careers after graduation.
Baye's Managerial Economics and Business Strategy is one of the best-selling
managerial economics textbooks. It is the first textbook to blend tools from
intermediate microeconomics, game theory, and industrial organization for a
managerial economics text. Baye is known for its balanced coverage of
traditional and modern topics, and the fourth edition continues to offer the diverse
managerial economics marketplace a flexible and up-to-date textbook. Baye
offers coverage of frontier research in his new chapter on advanced topics. The
Fourth Edition also offers completely new problem material, data, and much
more.
Covers the strategic management topics in cost accounting. This title helps
students to understand about the management and the role of cost accounting in
helping an organization succeed. It addresses issues such as: How does a firm
compete? and What type of cost management information is needed for a firm to
succeed?
Political Crises, Social Conflict and Economic Development is a rare attempt to
undertake comparative political economy analysis of the Andean region and thus
represents a welcome contribution. . . It is clearly written and will engage
scholars interested in Latin America from a wide range of disciplines. Jonathan di
John, Journal of Agrarian Change This collection of essays on the political
economy of the Andean region goes to the heart of the struggle these smaller
economies face in completing crucial reforms and achieving higher growth.
Andrés Solimano has brought together the best and the brightest talent from
each country, the result being the most compelling analysis ever of how enclave
development and a historical dependence on primary exports renders these
countries distinctly Andean. As the essays argue, the political solutions and
economic remedies must address this phenomenon, rather than mimicking those
strategies of the larger emerging market countries in the region. Carol Wise,
University of Southern California, US The contributors to this authoritative volume
analyze the impact of political crises and social conflict on economic performance
in the Andean region of Latin America. The blend of theory and case studies is
also relevant for understanding other complex societies in the developing world
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and transition economies. The book provides illuminating insights on how to
understand, and survive, the complicated interactions between volatile politics,
unstable democracies, violence, social inequality and uneven economic
performance. Recent political economy theories are combined with valuable
quantitative and qualitative information on presidential crises, breakdowns of
democracy, constitutional reforms, quality of institutions, and social inequality and
exclusion to understand actual country realities. Part I provides the conceptual
framework and a regional perspective of the book. Part II contains five political
economy country studies Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela
written by leading scholars in the field and former senior policymakers, including
a former President. Together, the chapters highlight the detrimental effects of
political instability and social conflict on economic growth and stability, as well as
the feedback effects from poor economic performance on political instability and
institutional fragility. The country studies warn that narrow economic reforms that
do not pay adequate attention to politics, institutions and social structures are
bound to fail in bringing lasting prosperity and stability to complex societies.
Examining new and rich information on episodes of political turmoil, military
interventions, forced presidential resignations, constitutional reforms and social
uprisings, this book will be required reading for all those interested in the
interface of politics and economic development.
From Google's chief economist, Varian's best-selling intermediate
microeconomics texts are revered as some of the best in the field. And now
students can work problems online with Smartwork5, Norton's online homework
system, packaged at no additional charge with the Media Update Editions. In
addition to online homework, the texts now include four-color graphs and new
interactive animations.
Appleyard, Field, and Cobb’s International Economics, 6th Edition is an
International Economics textbook that offers a consistent level of analysis and
treatment of the two main subdivisions of international economics—international
trade theory and policy and international monetary theory and policy.
Comprehensive and clear, the text helps students move beyond recognition
toward an understanding of current and future international events. As with each
prior edition, the authors provide current and timely information on the wide
variety of international economic phenomena in the 6th Edition. New boxed items
were added to cover emerging issues in the global economy. Chapter material
was updated to include recent developments in U.S. trade policy, major changes
in the European Union, progress in the transition from command to market
economies, and special issues related to developing nations. These
improvements are designed to help readers both understand and appreciate the
growing importance of the global economy in their lives.
Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe emphasizes the modern fundamentals of
the theory of finance, while providing contemporary examples to make the theory come to life.
The authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of integrated
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and powerful intuitions, rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central
concepts of modern finance: arbitrage, net present value, efficient markets, agency theory,
options, and the trade-off between risk and return, and use them to explain corporate finance
with a balance of theory and application. The well-respected author team is known for their
clear, accessible presentation of material that makes this text an excellent teaching tool. The
ninth edition has been fully updated to reflect the recent financial crisis and is now
accompanied by Connect, an exciting new homework management system.
This new edition incorporates revised guidance from H.M Treasury which is designed to
promote efficient policy development and resource allocation across government through the
use of a thorough, long-term and analytically robust approach to the appraisal and evaluation
of public service projects before significant funds are committed. It is the first edition to have
been aided by a consultation process in order to ensure the guidance is clearer and more
closely tailored to suit the needs of users.
Islam and Christianity seem to be at opposite and unbridgeable poles, both committed to world
mission. Given the political tension and violent acts that sometimes surround these two major
world religions, it is essential for both sides to understand the other—its history, beliefs,
traditions, and vision for the future.This invaluable resource from David W. Shenk, an expert in
comparative religious studies, examines Islam and Christianity at their deepest spiritual,
cultural, and communal levels. It explores the similarities, and yet unavoidable differences
found in Isaac and Ishmael, Jesus and Muhammad, the Bible and the Qur’an, Jerusalem and
Medina, the Eucharist and the Hajj, the Church and the Ummah. Reflecting years of
conversations and dialogue with Muslim friends, this is narrative theology, full of anecdote and
personal experience that bridges the poles and builds understanding. Part of the Christians
Meeting Muslims series
This well-received book is a market leader in the field of Microeconomics, and demonstrates
how microeconomics can be used as a tool for both managerial and public-policy decision
making. Clear writing style and graphs compliment the integrated use of current, real world
industry examples throughout the book. It emphasizes relevance and application to cover
modern topics—such as Game Theory and economics of information—and examples—such as
United States v. Microsoft, pricing cellular phone service, and Internet auctions. Coverage of
other up-to-date issues includes supply and demand, cost, consumer behavior, individual and
market demand, market failure, and the role of government. For individuals with an interest in
economics, microeconomic theory, and price theory.
Now in its 10th edition, Business Finance is an essential introduction to financial decisionmaking in businesses. Taking a user-friendly approach, it explores the type of investments a
business should make and how they should be financed, and successfully blends the
theoretical, analytical and practical aspects of finance and investments. The new edition has a
strong real world focus, exploring the theories surrounding financial decision making and
relating these theories to what happens in the real business world. Key features: An extensive
range of up-to-date real-world examples Examination of the divergences between theory and
practice Expanded explanations of complex theories Comprehensive coverage of the latest
international issues Clear design and pedagogical features for enhanced readability and quick
reference Visit the companion website for this book at www.pearsoned.co.uk/mclaney where
you will find a variety of resources for students and lecturers alike. Business Finance is
suitable for undergraduates in accounting and finance and for those on finance and financial
management courses. It is also appropriate for postgraduate students with an option in
accounting and finance and will be highly useful for professional accounting students. Eddie
McLaney is Visiting Fellow in Accounting and Finance at the University of Plymouth.
In Defense of Monopoly offers an unconventional but empirically grounded argument in favor
of market monopolies. Authors McKenzie and Lee claim that conventional, static models
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exaggerate the harm done by real-world monopolies, and they show why some degree of
monopoly presence is necessary to maximize the improvement of human welfare over time.
Inspired by Joseph Schumpeter's suggestion that market imperfections can drive an
economy's long-term progress, In Defense of Monopoly defies conventional assumptions to
show readers why an economic system's failure to efficiently allocate its resources is actually a
necessary precondition for maximizing the system's long-term performance: the perfectly fluid,
competitive economy idealized by most economists is decidedly inferior to one characterized
by market entry and exit restrictions or costs. An economy is not a board game in which
players compete for a limited number of properties, nor is it much like the kind of blackboard
games that economists use to develop their monopoly models. As McKenzie and Lee
demonstrate, the creation of goods and services in the real world requires not only competition
but the prospect of gains beyond a normal competitive rate of return.
Vegetarian and Plant-Based Diets in Health and Disease Prevention examines the science of
vegetarian and plant-based diets and their nutritional impact on human health. This book
assembles the science related to vegetarian and plant-based diets in a comprehensive,
balanced, single reference that discusses both the overall benefits of plant-based diets on
health and the risk of disease and issues concerning the status in certain nutrients of the
individuals, while providing overall consideration to the entire spectrum of vegetarian diets.
Broken into five sections, the first provides a general overview of vegetarian / plant-based diets
so that readers have a foundational understanding of the topic. Dietary choices and their
relation with nutritional transition and sustainability issues are discussed. The second and third
sections provide a comprehensive description of the relationship between plant-based diets
and health and disease prevention. The fourth section provides a deeper look into how the
relationship between plant-based diets and health and disease prevention may differ in
populations with different age or physiological status. The fifth and final section of the book
details the nutrients and substances whose intakes are related to the proportions of plant or
animal products in the diet. Discusses the links between health and certain important
characteristics of plant-based diets at the level of food groups Analyzes the relation between
plant-based diet and health at the different nutritional levels, i.e. from dietary patterns to
specific nutrients and substances Provides a balanced evidence-based approach to analyze
the positive and negative aspects of vegetarianism Addresses the different aspects of diets
predominantly based on plants, including geographical and cultural variations of vegetarianism
Robert Frank’s Microeconomics and Behavior covers the essential topics of microeconomics
while exploring the relationship between economics analysis and human behavior. The book’s
clear narrative appeals to students, and its numerous examples help students develop
economic intuition. This book introduces modern topics not often found in intermediate
textbooks. Its focus throughout is to develop a student’s capacity to “think like an economist.”

Revised edition of the authors' Microeconomics, c2013.
By providing a solid theoretical basis, this book introduces modern finance to readers,
including students in science and technology, who already have a good foundation in
quantitative skills. It combines the classical, decision-oriented approach and the
traditional organization of corporate finance books with a quantitative approach that is
particularly well suited to students with backgrounds in engineering and the natural
sciences. This combination makes finance much more transparent and accessible than
the definition-theorem-proof pattern that is common in mathematics and financial
economics. The book's main emphasis is on investments in real assets and the real
options attached to them, but it also includes extensive discussion of topics such as
portfolio theory, market efficiency, capital structure and derivatives pricing. Finance
equips readers as future managers with the financial literacy necessary either to
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evaluate investment projects themselves or to engage critically with the analysis of
financial managers. Supplementary material is available at www.cambridge.org/wijst.
This book presents different aspects of renewable energy integration, from the latest
developments in renewable energy technologies to the currently growing smart grids.
The importance of different renewable energy sources is discussed, in order to identify
the advantages and challenges for each technology. The rules of connecting the
renewable energy sources have also been covered along with practical examples.
Since solar and wind energy are the most popular forms of renewable energy sources,
this book provides the challenges of integrating these renewable generators along with
some innovative solutions. As the complexity of power system operation has been
raised due to the renewable energy integration, this book also includes some analysis
to investigate the characteristics of power systems in a smarter way. This book is
intended for those working in the area of renewable energy integration in distribution
networks.
Can economic growth be environmentally sustainable? This crucial question goes right
to the heart of environmental economics and is a matter of increasing concern globally.
The first edition of this popular title was the first introductory textbook in environmental
economics that truly attempted to integrate economics with not only the environment
but also ecology. This new version builds and improves upon the popular formula with
new material, new examples, new pedagogical features and new questions for
discussion. With international case-studies and examples, this book will prove an
excellent choice for introducing both students and other academics to the world of
environmental economics.
During the last decade, the Latin American and Caribbean region has experienced
unprecedented natural resources abundance. This book highlights how transparency
can help realize the benefits and reduce negative externalities associated with the
extractive industries in the region. A central message is that high-quality and wellmanaged information is critical to ensure the transparent and effective governance of
the sector. The insights from experiences in the region can help policymakers design
and implement effective regulatory reforms and adopt international standards that
contribute to this goal. This is particularly important at a time when the recent boom
experienced by extractives in the region may be coming to an end.
How well do our assumptions about the global challenges of energy, environment and
economic development fit the facts? Energy prices have varied hugely between
countries and over time, yet the share of national income spent on energy has
remained surprisingly constant. The foundational theories of economic growth account
for only about half the growth observed in practice. Despite escalating warnings for
more than two decades about the planetary risks of rising greenhouse gas emissions,
most governments have seemed powerless to change course. Planetary Economics
shows the surprising links between these seemingly unconnected facts. It argues that
tackling the energy and environmental problems of the 21st Century requires three
different domains of decision-making to be recognised and connected. Each domain
involves different theoretical foundations, draws on different areas of evidence, and
implies different policies. The book shows that the transformation of energy systems
involves all three domains - and each is equally important. From them flow three pillars
of policy – three quite distinct kinds of actions that need to be taken, which rest on
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fundamentally different principles. Any pillar on its own will fail. Only by understanding
all three, and fitting them together, do we have any hope of changing course. And if we
do, the oft-assumed conflict between economy and the environment dissolves – with
potential for benefits to both. Planetary Economics charts how.
A book that provides a treatment of microeconomic theory that stresses the relevance
and application to managerial and public policy decision making.
This timely handbook represents the latest thinking in the field of technology and
innovation management, with an up-to-date overview of the key developments in the
field. The editor provides with a critical, introductory essay that establishes the
theoretical framework for studying technology and innovation management The book
will include 15-20 original essays by leading authors chosen for their key contribution to
the field These chapters chart the important debates and theoretical issues under 3 or 4
thematic headings The handbook concludes with an essay by the Editor highlighting the
emergent issues for research The book is targeted as a handbook for academics as
well as a text for graduate courses in technology and innovation management
Non-market valuation is becoming increasingly accepted as an evaluative tool of economics
related to environmental and resource protection. Freeman (economics, Bowdoin College)
presents an overview of the literature, introducing the principal methods and techniques of
resource valuation. Chapters cover the measurement of welfare changes, revealed and stated
preference models, nonuse models, aggregation of values across time, environmental quality
as factor input, longevity and health valuation, property value models, hedonic wage models,
and recreational uses of natural resource systems. Annotation (c)2003 Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR (booknews.com).
In the years following the global financial crisis, many low-income countries experienced rapid
recovery and strong economic growth. However, many are now facing enormous difficulties
because of rapidly rising food and fuel prices, with the threat of millions of people being pushed
into poverty around the globe. The risk of continued food price volatility is a systemic
challenge, and a failure in one country has been shown to have a profound impact on entire
regions. This volume addresses the challenges of commodity price volatility for low-income
countries and explores some macroeconomic policy options for responding to commodity price
shocks. The book then looks at inclusive growth policies to address inequality in commodityexporting countries, particularly natural resource rich countries. Perspectives from the Middle
East and North Africa, sub-Saharan Africa, emerging Asia, and Mexico are presented and,
finally, the role of the international donor community is examined. This volume is a must read
for policymakers everywhere, from those in advanced, donor countries to those in countries
with the poorest and most vulnerable populations.
During the early years of the AIDS epidemic, thousands of Americans became infected with
HIV through the nation's blood supply. Because little reliable information existed at the time
AIDS first began showing up in hemophiliacs and in others who had received transfusions,
experts disagreed about whether blood and blood products could transmit the disease. During
this period of great uncertainty, decisionmaking regarding the blood supply became
increasingly difficult and fraught with risk. This volume provides a balanced inquiry into the
blood safety controversy, which involves private sexual practices, personal tragedy for the
victims of HIV/AIDS, and public confidence in America's blood services system. The book
focuses on critical decisions as information about the danger to the blood supply emerged. The
committee draws conclusions about what was done--and recommends what should be done to
produce better outcomes in the face of future threats to blood safety. The committee frames its
analysis around four critical area Product treatment--Could effective methods for inactivating
HIV in blood have been introduced sooner? Donor screening and referral--including a review of
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screening to exlude high-risk individuals. Regulations and recall of contaminated
blood--analyzing decisions by federal agencies and the private sector. Risk
communication--examining whether infections could have been averted by better
communication of the risks.
For Intermediate Microeconomics courses. Microeconomics and its role in decision making and
public policy Microeconomics exposes students to topics that play a central role in
microeconomics. From game theory and competitive strategy, to the roles of uncertainty and
information, and the analysis of pricing by firms with market power, the text helps students
understand what's going on in the world of business. It also shows students how
microeconomics can be used as a practical tool for decision-making and for designing and
understanding public policy. The 9th Edition further illustrates microeconomics' relevance and
usefulness with new coverage and examples, and an improved exposition that is clear and
accessible as well as lively and engaging. With Microeconomics, readers will be able to fully
appreciate how a modern economy functions. MyLabTM Economics not included. Students, if
MyLab Economics is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your
instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyLab Economics should only be purchased
when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson rep for more information.
MyLab Economics is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed to
personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and
assignable activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course
concepts.
This open access book seeks to identify the ethical spirit of European Union (EU) law, a
context in which we can observe a trend towards increasing references to the terms ‘ethics’
and ‘morality’. This aspect is all the more important because EU law is now affecting more
and more areas of national law, including such sensitive ones as the patentability of human
life. Especially when unethical behaviour produces legal consequences, the frequent lack of
clearly defined concepts remains a challenge, particularly against the background of the
principle of legal certainty. This raises the question to which extent the content of these
references is determined and whether it is possible to identify an ethical spirit of EU law.
Answering that question, in turn, entails addressing the following questions: In references to
ethics concerning EU law, can we identify references to a particular theory of practical
philosophy at all; and, if so, to one or more normative ethical theories (deontology,
consequentialism, or virtue ethics)? Further, should these non-legal concepts be imported in
an unaltered way (“absolute approach”), or be adapted to the legal context (“relative
approach”)? This book explores the different layers of EU law (primary law, agreements,
secondary law, and tertiary law), including the role of ethics in EU lawmaking and in EU case
law, as well as the implementation of relevant EU directives in selected Member States. In
addition to the above-mentioned normative philosophical lens, the book also analyzes the
findings from the legal lens of EU integration, i.e., especially EU values, human rights and the
cornerstone of human dignity.
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